Implementation of depth-dependent soil concentrations in multimedia mass balance models.
In standard multimedia mass balance models, the soil compartment is modeled as a box with uniform concentrations, which often does not correspond with actual field situations. Therefore, the theoretically expected decrease of soil concentrations with depth was implemented in the multimedia model SimpleBox 3.0. The effects of this implementation on the model outcomes were explored for nine compounds in four environmental compartments. For compounds with a low penetration depth, the new model predicts substantially higher or lower concentrations in the vegetation compartment than the old model. For those compounds, predicted concentrations in surface water and air were higher in the new model, but the deviations from the old model were smaller than in the vegetation compartment. For compounds with a large penetration depth, the model adaptations show little effect. No field study was carried out to validate the results of the model calculations, but we did collect measured data on concentrations in vertical soil profiles from literature. According to those data, we concluded that the implementation of depth dependent soil concentrations might be a useful extension for steady state multimedia mass balance models. More field study has to be carried out to validate the model outcomes.